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A Cut above the Rest!

NABC lads locking UCC camping pair ‘Petrel’ and ‘Moon’ down Lapworth flight
this summer. See article on page 6. photo: Geoff Terrill
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Reflections after the IWAAC Cruise
(or how a Kango killed a QUANGO)

A couple of days after the statement by Mr Heseltine that he was going to abolish the
statutory body representing user interests on BWB waterways IWAAC made its final
visitation to London’s canals. The trip was extended beyond the picturesque Little Venice
to the Zoo run and through the East End with a walk down to Limehouse, but Portabella
was the first port ofcall.
Jim Ramsey welcomed the assembled party, Inland Waterways Amenity Advisory Council
members with Michael Render their secretary and his staff, plus BWB, local council, and
GLC officers together with voluntary group representatives (including the chairmen of SE
region, London Branch and its planning sub-committee). Jim explained the problems of
converting an old building to a new use and went on to outline his plans for the future
expansion of the dock including the use of the two basins in the old Kensall Green
Gasworks, one as a canoe club for local children and the other as moorings.
The stop-lock island under Portabella bridge is still an eyesore, with debris piled up in the
shallows, the island unmarked and the pub still not smartened up with a canal side garden.
The landlord says that without more dredging, boats could not come alongside. Just down
from the dock there is a towpath stoppage by a building site. Maybe it is needed while a
retaining wall is rebuilt butis it really necessary to stop our use of the towpath just for the
security of the builders.
The Little Venice tollhouse loos have been cleaned up but they are still not a proper sanitary
station and boatsstill can’t get near the sluices with the houseboats moored outside. The
IWAAC party did not go into Paddington Basin; as usual no time, and little real news of
the marina plans.
The Board have devised bye-laws for boats, but they haven’t yet got round to naming and
fendering some of their own boats. Their wide-beam trip boat is back after extensive work
taking the best part of the summer. She still throws up an almighty wash, although the
Board says she doesn’t - when driven at her proper speed!! They had plans to have a
waterbus stop on the towpath near Cumberland Basin and had worked out timetables to
stop there and at Camden Lock. The bus stop did not materialise and with only two narrow
boats on the journey the scheme was dropped so that the bus only stopped at the Zoo this
year and didn’t go on to Camden.
We did, and Camden Lock provided an opportunity for the London Branch Chairman to
help work the boat down, while explanations were given as to why the towpath exit to
Camden High Street cannot be used. Apparently we the public behave so badly so often
that the lock keeper doesn’t want us outside his window. (We would have thought that this
was a small price to pay in order to live in London’s most attractive lock cottage. Ed).
This is, they say, an emergency entitling the Board to shut us out so that we can’t get onto
the towpath and across the bridge to the craft market, which continues to flourish while the
Board-backed plans to scrap it and provide new shops and offices with a towpath along the
lock on the northside is bogged down in the planning system.
Below the lock the towpath is closed, this time for CEGB cable laying and there were
actually men at work on a couple of sections down to Victoria Park, (it was a weekday).
The area looked fairly tidy and used last year but now it is a shambles with high weeds loose
trench covers and an expanse of raw concrete. CEGB say there are going to restore it and
even improve the walking surface pointing out that some of the untidy concreting is only a
temporary finish until all the cables are laid. They maintain that the work is going ahead as
quickly as practicable and thatif they were working in a road as narrow as the towpath they
could go no faster. They have worked out the timetable to take into account some wishes
of users, for example bringing forward the work on one section so that the Camden Jubilee
project can have ifs access in time for ifs opening.
For us the cruise was worth while if only for the contact we made with the CEGB.
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Apparently the message that they were stopping boats mooring had not reached the right
ears but it has now got through and there is an agreement in principal with BWB that rings
or bollards will be provided where necessary (so we won’t have to turn up with Kangol
hammers to drive mooring pins into their concrete or cable.) With no convenient mooring
rings for n b Perseus we had to walk down to the Narrow Boat Public House for our prelunch drink.
Before reaching Battlebridge Basin John Yates jumped on board with a sheath of handouts
explaining the objects of the London Narrowboat Association and their museum project.
We go along with these ideas although there are doubts aboutthe viability of a museum but
anyone with any other ideas for re-using the basin should give them to the Borough
Planning Officer of Islington Council soon. There was no one on board to put the views of
anglers but Oliver Cock had words to say on behalf of the British Canoe Union although
his main concern, like many of the other points we wished to pursue, related to the use of
the River Lea, which was outside the scope of the present cruise.
There are just so many Authorities, Boards, Commissions and Groups having an interest in
the canal in London it is almost impossible to keep track of their separate interests. The
cruise provided a valuable opportunity to meet the people in charge of the decisions which
affect the future of the cut, to cut through the delays and frustrations of letter writing, and
to sound out ideas which might have some chance of being accepted along with those which
don’t. We even met one of the Estates Department men who had some very encouraging
news about the restoration of a building down Brentford way.
However the Government has decided in its wisdom thatit is not worth while getting the
views of users through the experience of people like IWAAC Chairman David Wain, Mrs
Turner (of the Marina and Pirate Club) or John Heap our national chairman. With the
best will in the world the committee of a local IWA branch do not have the time to spend
assimilating the views of our members and the members of affiliated societies and then
contacting and following up discussions with officials. It needs someone working full time
to see officials in their working time and rather than scrapping IWAAC we ought to be
thinking in terms of a permanent IWA sponsored London canalwaytrust.

A Cut Above the Rest
How many times have you approached a sharp bend on the canal when suddenly from
around the corner a pair of canal camping boats appears. Suddenly - with horror - you
notice a gang of children running alongside the boats attempting to board them, and when
you look at the rapidly approaching bridge you also notice dangling shapes attempting to
board the boats from a different angle.
In the following article Geoff Terrill - a National Officer with the National Association of
Boys’ Clubs - discuss a Canal Venture Week which he recently organised aboard a pair of
canal camping boats and what the Week achieved.
For many years the National Association of Boys’ Clubs (NABC) has organised and run
holiday venture weeks during the summer months for boys who for various reasons would
not otherwise have a holiday. This year it was decided to branch out and organise a canalbased Venture Week.
Obviously 24 people eating, living and sleeping in the confined space of a pair of canal
narrow-boats would prove to be a great test of character and resourcefulness not only for
the 17 boys on the Week but also for the 7 leaders. The boys were all aged between 13 and
16 and were nominated by club leaders throughout the country. The boys were organised
into four duty-groups which - in rotation - were responsible for catering and cleanliness on
the boats. The groups were also asked to prepare a project, in the form of a diary, and by
the middle of the Week they were all hard at work on this and frequently asked the boat
captain questions about canal and canallife.
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Planning & Navigation Sub-Committee Report
or, Oppose(ite) the DoE

Rally next year may be able to navig

There is quite a lot happening up t

there are plans for a row ofplastic f

The patter of doggy feet is no longer heard in Marsham Street. Rover must have been
frightened off by the guard dogs of the Department of the Environment but opposite in a
little room in the Abbey Community Centre the Planning and Navigation subcommittees
of London Branch hold meetings on the 2nd Thursday in each month. There are still bones
turning up for Rover to pick at but now the morsels are merely minuted and passed over.
Anyone wishing to join in the discussions is welcome to join us at around 6.45 pm.
London Branch did not really win the Camden Lock Battle, as reported in Windlass 150,
we merely added our voice to those wishing to see Dingwalls Wharf left as it is.
We might well have supported the development plan, the proposals and drawings were very
attractive, but knowing the area well we worked out that the little buildings away in the
background ofthe architects drawing would, in practice, overshadow the lock scene as well
as helping to price out the craft community by helping to raise their rents.
The main news is that Limehouse basin the Regents Canal Dock, has been saved for the
nation, almost certainly. The GLC Central Area Planning Committee have approved, in
principal, the route of the Docklands Northern Relief Road to run to the north of the basin
This will mean that we will probably have a Rochdale-type ‘lock in a tunnel’ instead of a
low bridge across the entrance lock. The residents wanted the lock-gate road and we must
take some of the blame for the destruction of a number of fine Georgian terraced houses in
the conservation area. Now the way is clear for the Board to produce its plans for the
future use of the basin in the knowledge that the lock will be clear for use by inland and
short sea-trading craft, sea-going yachts and canal craft.
Next the stoppage which never happened-according to the lists. The Thames Water
Authority have confirmed that the City Mill River sewer bridge is now expected to be
completed in December 1979. This will include the removal of the cofferdam from the
river and the reinstatement of the waterway and the surrounding working sites. The bridge
has been dropped by 150mm (BWB did not object and London Branch didn’t know about
it until too late.). The work should have been completed by April 1978 so we have some
idea of the priority water authorities might give to navigational works if they ever get
control of our waterways. At least there is a fair chance that the visitors to the National
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Windlass Book Review

The Narrow Boat Book by Tom Ch:
Today narrow boats take families c
industrial revolution, they were 1

twenty-four hours a day with vital

canals were as well known and as ce
a colourful, cosy; nomadic life, wit
To the questions of all those who
operate, what did they carry and to
this book provides the fascinating :
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children riding their bicycles inside t
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ran away with him.
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associated with waterways for many
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wife chose the narrow boat Stentor 1
The Hardback is £7.95 and the Pape

The New Navvies by Dr R W Squi
The second canal mania is a phr
movement that has grown and spr
Enthusiastic groups of volunteers hz
back to life by their own physical e
success breeding sucess, of private ir
After an examination of the historic
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a major factor in the Industrial Revolution, followed by their decline as other transport
systems took away their trade, the author provides a vivid and entertaining account, region
by region, of the way in which the lost canals have been given a new lease of life. The
exploits of all the various local societies are recorded, often in pictures as well as words,
and their successes and failures are reviewed and analysed.
The book also considers the rapid growth of the leisure use of the waterways, like the
revivalitself a facet of the social change recognised as the ‘Leisure Revolution’. A national
perspective of the restoration movement is offered, indicating how cruising circuits have
been developed, how extensions to the navigable network have been gained, and how the
waterways could be further developed in the future.
Dr Squires has provided a unique record for enthusiasts and historians alike. His splendidly
illustrated book will also interest many general readers, especially among those concerned
with active conservation and those who mess about in boats. It will take its place as a
much-needed, definitive account of Britain’s largest Open Air Museum of the Industrial
past-the revived canal system.
To be published in January 1980 at a retail price of £7.50 the opportunity is now offered to
those who wish to support the production of this important book in advance to obtain
copies at a special, pre-publication price of only £5.00 (+ 66p P & P) per copy. Such
subscription orders must be addressed directly to the publisher, and sent, together with
appropriate remittance, to arrive before 31 December 1979.
200 year old Basingstoke Canal Map

A high quality reproduction of the Basingstoke Canal Map, originally published over 200
years age in the Gentlemen’s Magazine, has just been re-published by Printed Page of 2/3
Bridge Street, Winchester. The map measures about 9°’ x 15’ overall.
The map shows the canal as it was intended to be built in 1777. The following year an Act
of Parliament was passed, and the canal was finally completed in 1794. However, the exact
route shown on the map was not followed. The intended cut to Turgis green was never
built. Instead, a more direct line was followed which involved building one of the lôngest
canal tunnels (1,230 yards), in Southern England, at Greywell, near Odiham.
The last commercial traffic used the canal in 1949, following which the canal fell into
decay. Now the Waterway has been purchased by the Hampshire and Surrey County
Councils, and is being restored for pleasure use.
Copies of the map - framed or unframed - may be obtained from Printed Page and the
Surrey & Hampshire Canal Society, 75 Middle Bourne Lane, Farnham, Surrey. Unframed
copies are available by mail from either outlet for £1.00 including post and packing.
Mounted and framed maps cost between £6.00 and £7.00 depending on the type of frame
chosen.

Cruising ’79.
The Trent and Mersey wasn’t our itinary this year, but through circumstances beyond our
control we found ourselves at the Trent end looking for a temporary mooring. We stopped
opposite the old Stevens No 2 dock warehouse at Shardlow a couple of weeks after the
opening of the Canal Exhibition. Most people will have read the factual, but somewhat
dull, reports of this in CRM and WW (and probably Waterways News by now) but thereis
much more to a place than the fixtures and fittings.
Roger Sharp is the manager and general guiding light at Shardlow and his exhibition is well
worth the entrance fee and the shop is stocked with an interesting range of the souvenirs
plus an impressive display of brass-ware, rope-work and several useful boatfittings etc etc.
What really impressed me was the attitude taken towards the canal and the customers. The
layout facilities enourages boats to stop and look around, the grounds seem to be
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Specialists in Waterside Construction

T. HARRISON CHAPLIN LTD.
EST. 1907
Please sendfor our illustrated brochure

MEADHURST PARK NURSERY
CADBURY ROAD
SUNBURY ON THAMES, MIDDX.
TELEPHONE: SUNBURY 83371

@=— RIPARIAN OWNER SERVICE
latter, not only in an endeavour to give a natural appearance but also to attempt to reintroduced native waterside plants that are becoming very scarce due to the effect of
persistent wash from passing craft.
Tom Chaplin, who was trained as a civil engineer has worked on the bridge at Stoke
Bruerne (home of the Waterways Museum), a motorway bridge over the ship canal and
canal works at Soulbury. Recently his first major book, The Narrow Boat Book, was
published. This is a fascinating history of narrow boats drawn on the experience of the
waterways and its people that he and his family have gained over the years.
Chaplins have several teams covering a wide area and their fleet consists of seven
workboats, a tug and a small survey craft. This latest addition was built at Meadhurst Nursery to their own design. She is a narrow-beam craft for working on canals and ease of
overland transport, a low profile for working in very awkward situations and into her 35ft
length arefitted all the necessaryfacilities including an air compressor for driving the piling
hammer and other pneumatic tools. On her bow is mounted a McConnel hydraulic digger
and Chaplin’s are believed to be the first commercial firm to use a small hydraulic digger
afloat, their first unit being a ‘Stanhay’, nearly twenty years ago.
By joining the company, Tom Chaplin will not only bring in his expertise but also, with
another workboat added to the fleet, capacity for expansion and continued provision of
personal service and advice.

Canal restoration faces uncertain future.
At a ceremony held on Saturday, 22 Septemeber to mark the re-opening of the first lock to
be restored to full working order on the Basingstoke Canal, Mr Robin Higgs, chairman of
the Surrey and Hampshire Canal Society, said ‘This afternoon marks another stage in the
re-awakening ofthis most attractive waterway, something which we are all working for. I
would think that by the end of this year we shall be approaching, or will have reached, the
half way stage which is really encouraging’.
But Mr Higgs warned that the future pace of restoration work might be affected by the
Government's cut-backs in Job Creation grants. ‘We arefast appraching a crossroad’, Mr
Higgs said, ‘when new courses of action may have to be taken.’ He went on to explain that
the Canal Society had been granted more than £250,000 by the Manpower Services
Commission over the last three years, to provide jobs and training for unemployed young
people working on restoring the Deepcut locks in Surrey. ‘At times we have had over 40
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IWA Christmas & New Year Draw
With this issue of your favourite magazine you will be pleased to receive, entirely without
obligation, two books of tickets for our Annual Draw. As last year, each ticket is 10p and
each book has ten tickets. Last year was highly successful and our final profit to IWA
funds was just over £1,500, yet another record figure. Let’s have another record this time.
If all the tickets were sold, IWA funds would benefit by approximately £9,000 and selling
your two books will help a great deal. This year our major prize is a food hamper worth
£120,just the job to re-stock the larder after Christmas and the hamper contains, amongst |
many other ‘goodies’, vintage champagne, vintage port, malt whisky and a whole
pheasant. All will come to you direct from the supplier, packed in an attractive hamper.
We have our traditional second prize of a boating holiday and a third prize will be a set of
two brandy glasses and a bottle of vintage brandy valued at £25.
With these prizes on offer I am sure you will need more books of tickets so write straightaway to Geoff Matthews, 3 Littlefield Cottages, Littlefield Common, Guildford, for
additional supplies.
We are, as usual, offering an IWA voucher worth £5 to the top five sellers of books and
everybody selling over 10 books will be eligible.
Best of luck and let’s go for £2,500 profit this year.

Rusty Daggers - of Gates and Paddles, Locks and Things.
Where have all our gate paddles gone? A fairly high percentage of the locks on both
narrow and wide beam canals were designed to be filled by both ground and gate paddles,
and while part of the pleasure of being on the canal system is to be able to take things
slowly and easily, it is still gratifying to work through a lock smoothly, efficiently and
quickly, and the lack of so many gate paddles now mitigates against this. It is also a fact
that during the height of the cruising season queues of boats can build up at many locks,

and the longerit takes to work through a lock the longer the queues can become. Although
we must admit that the longerit takes, the greater the amount of time that can be devoted
to that other favourite boating activity, putting the boating world to rights with the other
people at the lock. However it is very noticeable that unless banks are piled, far more
erosion is caused to the towpath at the locks which collect the biggest queues and this
damage has eventually to be repaired at a considerable cost in both man hours and
materials. In accounting terms it should be a very simple matter to put forward a cost
effective case to retain all remaining gate paddles and to replace those that have been
removed. In many instances the gates themselves have not even been modified, it would
merely require the re-instatement of paddle-gear. Yes we do know of the two hire-boats
that were sunk by the incorrect use of gate paddles at Springwell lock on the GU in the
summer, but hirers who manage to rise to such dizzy heights of incompetence are probably
in the same league as those who, having removed the weed-hatch in order to clear the debris
from around the propeller, then decide to bale-out the water before they commence work.

Hopefully they are also as few and far between.
Talking of paddle gear, it would seem that the BWB right hand doesn’t necessarily always
know what the left hand is doing. Interested parties were recently asked to comment upon
the continued expansion of the hydraulic granny-paddle-gear programme. Within days we
heard that an order had already been placed for a further one hundred thousand pounds
worth of the beknighted things. The Windlass lock-wheelers then reported that the
installations on Marsworth flight have now been removed due to the fact that they have
worn out after only five years use. This would seem to beg the question; if they don’t last,
if nobody likes them, if they can be positively dangerous, how come hundreds of thousands
of pounds of the Board’s minimal resources are continuing to be spent on something that
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dangle theirsilly little bits of string for a short while longer in the Board’s reservoirs. An
obviouscase of ‘‘piscatorial priorities revail, OK!”’.
It saddens us to report that yet another of our few remaining beliefs has been shattered. We
had always believed that the purpose of a museum was to illustrate to the present, as close
to the truth about the past as is possible, and the Waterways Museum at Stoke Bruerne has
usually managed to come somewhere near this ideal. Because part of the history and the
tradition of the cut is the colourful way the boaters decorated their boats and everyday
artifacts, it doesn’t actually come as a surprise that a booming industry has grown up
manufacturing and selling so-called canalware. Many good books have been written on the
subject of canal decoration and although one can expect no more than pathetic imitations
to be offered by the average hire-base shop, surely the Museum shop should offer
something more nearly approaching the authentic article. Before we get accused of
attacking the Establishment for its own sake yet again, let us point out that it is only
reasonable to expect that the people who pay money to visit a museum and buy its wares
have a right to expect something approaching historical truth. There arestill many people
around who can paint in the traditional manner so why not employ them instead? To make
a couple of specific points, the new sign for the Museum makes the mind boggle. It bears
about as much resemblance to a working-boat’s buckby can as a fibreglass cruiser does to a
traditional narrow boat, and as for your actual true traditional working boat on display on
the boat scales outside the Museum, it might just as well be withdrawn from view. The
cloths are decaying, the bottom planks are falling off, the paintwork is flaking and the
descriptive notice is almost unreadable underits covering of moss. Any FMC boatman who
allowed his boat to get in that state would have had a lot of difficulty in justifying his
retention, but then, it is only a museum, isn’t it?
Never mind, this month’s ceremonial Rusty Dagger, which is awarded to the Board in
recognition of all these outstanding efforts to improve our boating and preserve our
heritage, should become a star exhibit. After all it can’t be modernised and the less
maintenance it has the worse (better) it will look.

British Waterways Board Calendar - 1980
The British Waterways Board calendar for 1980 dips into the past with photographs of the
waterways taken around the turn of the century, and now hand-coloured.
A steam dredging crane on the Oxford Canal, the short-lived Foxton inclined plane, the
Anderton boatlift, a beam-engine house in Birmingham, men at work maintaining the
canals, - all are featured on the twelve photographs and supplemented by a number of
pictures and drawings.
A calendar for the waterways enthusiast and for all who care about the past, this year’s
issue maintains a tradition of fine calendars from the Board.

Slough Canal Festival
The 1980 London Branch rally will be held at Slough over the May Day bank holiday weekend. To be known as the ‘Slough Canal Festival’, it will be open from Saturday 3 to
Monday 5 May, with a full programme of events planned for each day. Further details will
be given in the next issue of Windlass.

Regional Silver Sword Awards
Congratulations go to:
Mr A F Perdue - boat: Elmwood. Dr J F Hale - boat: Lutra Parva. Mr P A Taylor - boat:
Chalfont. Mr E J Geary - boat: Little John. Mr John Gagg - boat: Nike Four.
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Your Letters
The Editor,
Windlass.

Regent’s Park Rc

Dear Sir,

I was rather surprised at the letter
September/October issue from ト
Pike, especially the sarcastic tone of
Let me say first of all, I fully agree
first few lines. The members who
their subscriptions are doing their |
answers to his other points are:1. Salaries. These are the salaries
seven members of staff,
pl
Government’s share, temps, staff
fees etc. The staff are not overpaic
one, could easily get a 50% incr
taking another job!

2. Membership Recruitmentis, asit
says in the accounts, for r
membership forms, advertising etc.
3. Miscellaneous was not for Rover”:
(he already has a seventy foot one!
are put in miscellaneous to save a
three pagelist of small items.
4. Travel and Entertaining is not wir
dining and joyriding. I do not kno
Pike realises that there are fifteen M
of Council, Officers from seven R
twenty
eight
Branches,
and
committees - ISG, Restoration et
which must comprise a further

people. These have to travel for m
sometimes right across the country
cannot be expected to both give th
and pay their own expenses - a
many do.
5. Motor Expenses. Council would 1
us a Rolls Royce (!) so we make do
Ford Escort Estate. The majority
charge shown is for depreciation of t
6. Donations and Subscriptions are
main donations to other waterway
(many of which are shown on the N
DF accounts). There are a few subsci
to periodicals and affiliated organisa
7. Depreciation is on office furnitu
equipment and on the Plant and Ma
operated by the Waterway
Re

Group.

Our Auditors would c

qualify the accounts if depreciation
shown.
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number of ways - advertising, leaflets,
brochures etc. all of which needs printing as did the form Mr Pike filled in two years
ago.
Travel & entertaining: Unfortunately, the

canalsstretch all over England and so when
people need to go to another part of the

system to campaign, they have to travel. As
an example, let us examine the Chairman.
He is expected to be at numerous

functions, dealing with BWB officals, MPS,

Buckingham Palace, the Press, local
authority officials - he even visits meetings
of members being members. And so do
other IWA folk, organising, arranging and
planning everything from rallies to working
parties. Being just ordinary people, they
cannot afford to swallow travelling
expenses - although some do - and therefore
claim. Oh, and entertaining? You try
running a press conference on tea and buns
and see what coverage you get! We may be
amateurs at many things, but the trick is to
appear professional.
Car expenses of £687.00? If we assume this
was ALL spent on petrol at 25mpg, that
takes us about 15,000 miles at today’s
prices. Not excessive, I feel.
I could go on, but that would take too long
and attach too much importance to-Mr
Pike’s peevish letter. Let me just say thisis
not an attack of the IWA member who is
simply a member. We must accept him as a
supporter, one who’s support is welcome
and needed. Obviously, activists wish there
were more who where able to take an active
part in the Association’s affairs. Hell fire!
There’s enough to do, but we realise there
are many reasons why some members are
passive.
This is an attack on members who ‘are
doing their bit, merely by being members’
and think themselves heroes. There are
dozens of people working bloody hard for
the Association and or canals who don’t
think themselves heroes. If Mr Pike had
ever tried to get money out of the National
Treasurer, he would not believe a tighter
financial control was needed. I can assure
him there is no squanderbug at 114 Regents
Park Road.
Yours sincerely,
John Felix, Hon Secretary wrg
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The Editor,
Windlass.

Benbow Way Mooring,
Cowley, Middx.

DearSir,

The canals of England are one of the few
links with history left in this country today,
and having just completed a trip on the
Grand Union it is now all to obvious that
even this link is being "destroyed by
commercialisation of the wrong kind.
All along the system people are cashing in
on the traditional canal crafts with cheap
imitations that no real canal craftsman
would tolerate outside his dustbin. There
are still a few artists around who knew and
worked with the old craftsmen, and have
taken the trouble to learn from them, but
the
majority
churn
out
blinked
imitations, which could never fit on a
traditional boat and generally look out of
place anywhere else. Even the general
public are becoming accustomed to
referring to modern steel cruisers as narrow
boats (even when 30ft long). Narrow beam
they may be, but those of us with
traditional narrow boats do not travel
around in coal barges but have the genuine
article. With very few exceptions the new
boater has boating methods that are as
bland as their imitation hulls and
decoration, and when the stem post can be
dented during a two week trip then they can
hardly be put in the same class as narrow
boats whose stem posts are still solid after
50 years.
The ultimate insult to tradition is the
Waterways Museum at Stoke Bruerne. The
new sign outside, and the display of
painting techniques inside are reminiscent
of cheap canalside souvenir shops. It’s
marvellous idea to show how the painting is
built up - but don’t mix the modern with the
genuine article, there is no comparison.
Part of the Museum display is the
Josher, horse boat Northwich in the side
lock, rapidly decaying away through
neglect. Museums are supposed to preserve
their exhibits, it shouldn’t matter if they are
inside or out! In 1968 Northwich was
completely repainted and cleaned up, and
from the look of it, it hasn’t had a mop
down since. It looks like an exhibit from a
rag and bone yard.

IWA members please, admire and
traditions, but look before you p
don’t encourage the cheap imm
after all if you’re discerning en
belong to IWA then be discernin
our canal heritage.
Yours faithfully,
Beverley M. Stainer.

The Editor,
Windlass.

Oaktr

DearSir,

Portable boats should be playin
larger part in IWA’s activities bo
campaigning methods, and as on
‘recreational uses’ it is campaigning
Earlier this year a most entertainin
up the River Crane (- see Windlass
many thanks to David Wood for a

it),

was well attended

by

can

inflatable dinghies and they prov
well suited to such a journey!

Since then, I have paddled my can
such waterways as the ‘unnavigable

of the Wendover branch of the GU

the dry mile - the four miles still in
water channel and on this trip,
number of canoes, punts and rowin
kept on the bank by householde
obviously use this section of th
regularly. Portable boats are also ha
much of the Kennet & Avon, and
western end of the Basingstoke, alt
doubt if anyone has recently navige
half mile still in water at the wester
Greywell Tunnel.
Although a canoe (licence) was c
saving the Southern Stratford C
know of only two regular events fo
or inflatables on waterways being re
the Devizes to Westminster canoe ra
the Glasgow to Edinburgh marat
powered inflatables. Both of thes
been effective in keeping these wate
the public eye, and in assistin
restoration. I think there is room fo

How about the Higher Avon, th

Chelmer (above King’s Head N
Sluices) the River Stour,
an

Montgomery Canal? Maybe such
could be sponsored, like IWALK.
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should be used for control while negotiating
the lock: bearing in mind that for 150 years
the canals were used by boats without
engines, and that butties are still passing
through, is this suggestion unreasonable?
In fact, most owner users come through on
the tick-over, but, as Rover has noticed, the
majority of boats these days are hired, with
a high proportion of first-timers. I realise
how difficult it must be for hire fleet
operators to formulate instructions to cover
all types of lock,let alone be instructions that
can be understood and remembered by
complete amateurs; but I do urge thatif, in
locks, the use of ropes instead of engines
were encouraged, damage to gates and
boats would be reduced, engine wear and
fuel consumption would be cut, pollution
would be minimised, AND their customers
would have a more relaxed and enjoyable
holiday.
Yourssincerely,
Irene Pain.

The Editor,
Windlass.

Kilburn High Road,
London, NW6

DearSir,
Having just read the Rusty Daggers article
in Windlass 151 1 feel that your actions
provoked the response you received. To
moor for lunch between Maida Hill and
Lisson Grove tunnels is, to say the least,
inadvisable, as Passenger boats, who are
not allowed to pass other boats in the
tunnels for safety reasons, need to position
themselves close to the towpath side when
approaching Maida Hill tunnel when going
towards Little Venice. For ‘Swan’ and
another boat to be moored in such a
position that the Little Venice end of Maida
Hill tunnel was visible from her was
inconsiderate and provocative in the
extreme to Passenger boats, particularly at
a busy time in early summer.
Let us not forget that the Passenger boats in
London must introduce at least 100,000
people a year to the delights of our canals
and that they run to advertised fixed
timetables. I would have thought that some
consideration on your part of their
problems would have been a natural
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extention of the stirling campaigning work
you do in the pages of this magazine.
Surely it would have been in the best long
term interests of the canals generally if you
had courteously pulled over to your right
and called the ‘JW’ on to overtake rather

than indulging in a race to Camden with a
boat, traditional or not, that is involved in

commercial activity of some importance.
I hope that the need to refer to the ‘byelaws’ will never be required and that
common sense and an unselfish love of our
waterways will enable tranquility to return
to London’s canal.
Finally, congrats on the last two issues of
Windlass, which are first class.

Yours faithfully,
Ray Dunford.

The Editor,

Windlass.

Kenilworth Road,

Fleet, Hamps.

Dear Sir,
With reference to Rusty Daggers in
Windlass 151, 1 have had my feet washed by
‘Jason’s Trip’ on occasion whilst walking
on the towpath. I do feel that these
professional boaters should set a good
example to other canal users. The crews on
‘John Pinkerton’, on the Basingstoke
Canal, would not dare to make a breaking
wash because they know any canal society
member seeing them would take very wet
corrective action!

The Editor,
Windlass.

Burnt O
Ne

DearSir,

Rusty Daggers, Windlass No

Yours sincerely,
Clive Durley.

The Editor,
Windlass

speed and about two feet away,
regard for any moored boats, or,
for any children from the “castl
time Bison was in London we left
just ahead of Jason & Serpen
approaching the turn at Cumberlan
we met Jenny Wren under the
warned him that Jason & Serpens
behind still he carried on as if
depended on how fast he could g
the BWB trip boat who wanted to w
waved Bison on, and waited for
Serpens to clear, before carr
himself. The worst experience I h
however was a few years ago wi
bus, which overtook me withoutso
a by-your-leave between Lisson G
Regents Park, under the bridges w
narrow with a blind bend ahead. I
had been coming the other way I
think what would have happened. |
see the trip boats, and I think th
good way of introducing people
canals - but only if they are used p
For instance, I have never had an
with the Portabella Packet, and I
heard of anyone else having any e
one can do it why not the rest?
Yours faithfully,
Peter Ryerson.

The award should be made to
Carter, our Area Representative,

Benbow Bridge
Cowley, Middx.

Dear Editor,

You are not the only one to have suffered at

the hands (wash?) ofthe trip boats between
Camden Lock and Little Venice. Since the
CEGB hasbeen allowed to use the towpath,
the two conveniently placed mooring rings
have been replaced by one, making it
awkward to moor a full length boat

securely. However, this fact does not deter
the trip boats, who usually come past at full

pot calling the kettle black. He
through Little Venice so fast
direction, past passenger, pleasu
residential craft that he was reportes
Board for creating a dangero
damaging wash.
This irresponsible behaviouris conf
his own narrative above: “Swan”
for lunch between Maida Hill and
Grove tunnels, so close to Maida F
another boat could be observed ente
tunnel. The towpath at that point
concrete, devoid of mooring facili
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The Editor,

Windlass,
Dear Sir,

Fair Lady,

250 Camden High St, NW1.

to stop another craft from entering, for
whatever noble purpose, is not sensible. It
should be appreciated that a boat like the
“Jenny

“Rusty Daggers’’ - Windlass No 151

I became a member of Inland Waterways
Association some years ago because I felt it
was an organisation that would help people
to understand and enjoy canals, and

Windlass would be a vehicle for promoting
this better understanding. 1 was therefore
very surprised, and a trifle hurt, to read the
article
under
the
above
heading,
particularly as I had not been given the
opportunity to read it before publication,
or to reply to it in the same issue.
I do feel that the author was being slightly
unfair, but that said, I have no desire to use

Wren”,

with a complement

of

passengers, does weigh some 40 tons, so
requires a certain amount of distance to
stop.
The “Jenny Wren” and “Fair Lady” are
both licensed as commercial craft, and
therefore pay the extra licensing fees. While
it may not be written down, most persons
on the canal do understand and allow
people working precedence.Boatmen on
passenger boats are licensed by the
Department of Trade and have to pass a
boat handling and canal knowledge test to
obtain this licence; one sometimes wishes
that this was applied to some other
boatmen.
boatmen,

wherever

possible,

Windlass as a means of personal abuse, but

Licensed

could I be given the same opportunity as the
author, through your pages, to pass on
some information and hints which may
enable the author and ourselves to enjoy the
canal amenities.
The author does say it all when he said he
“moored for lunch on the bend between
Lisson Grove and Maida Hill tunnel”
because that is the one place on the Regents
Canal where a moored boat can cause most
inconvenience and danger to all other

make all due allowance for the amateur and
occasional boatman who often do not
realise the danger they can cause both to
themselves and other canal users by their

boats. All craft wishing to enter the tunnel

from that end need to be as close to the
towpath as possible to obtain a view
through the tunnel before entering as it is a
To deliberately,
tunnel.
boat
single
thoughtlessly, or carelessly, cast off from
that position without ensuring a boat is not
about to emerge from the tunnel when the
oncoming helmsman’s view is very
restricted, and when another craft is
approaching through the Lisson Grove
bridge, is also not very good canal practice.
To drive along the canal in such a manner
that another craft cannot overtake, is
needless; the canal through Regents Park

and the Zoo is for most of its length 45ft.

wide and is very well dredged, so two 7ft.
boats can overtake or pass quite easily,
given co-operation. To race through a
collection of children in canoes at the Pirate
Club in order to get to the lock first, then to
deliberately place the boat across the lock
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The flashing lights that puzzled h
the Zoo Water Busis a private arra
that passenger boatmen have
them, and loosely and politely inte
“take special care - there is a BF (bi
foolish) about.
If his grandmother had compl
education, he may have learned
certain parts of the world Hari:
considered to be an honourable
death, although if he has a su
“Rusty Daggers”, 1 suggest that
not use one for this purpose, beca:
sure, with a little more appreci
other people's problems, he and
would be more than welcomeon the
Yours sincerely,
Paddy Walker.

activities, and they also have to consider the

safety and comfort of passengers in their
care.
The way to make the skipper of “Fair
Lady” happy is quite simple. Just leave
enough water in the pound so that he can
keep his boat off the bottom. While it was
appreciated that the author sat and waited
in the lock for “Fair Lady” to wind, it
would have been more helpful and possibly
more polite if he had endeavoured to
replace some of the water he had drained
out of the pound while filling his lock, so

that “Fair Lady” could remain afloat.
(How?! empty my water tanksperhaps, Ed)

Here I would like to point out that “Fair
Lady” weighs some 100 tons gross, and
draws 3ft 9ins, Her cruising speed is
approximately one and a half miles per
hour (any speed greater than this and she
may take off on a plane), and the assertion
that she could put a wash over the towpath
would be little short of a miracle.
Could I challenge the author, that if either
with “Fair Lady or “Jenny Wren” he could
put a wash of any description over the
towpath, I will donate the sum of £100 to
IWA providing he does the same if not
successful.

The Editor,
Windlass.

Dove
Maidston

Dear Sir,

How right you are about the tri
around the Little Venice, London 7
Camden Lock areas. Both Iris and
in several magazines, and the
newspapers 3 years ago about their ¢

and I also wrote to the British We
Board and received a thinly d
apology at the time.
We have never found My Fai
troublesome but all the others at so
or the other have been bad. Iris
Canals are my Home published this
also mentions them.
I would add that in our ex
throughout the canal system we hav
almost all working boats, and
category I include hotel and campir

very bad indeed. Additionally tl
nearly always steered by a surl
dressed boatman, who presumably ir
that’s how the old boaters dress
behaved. In five years of continual
we have only befriended the very de
who helps run the Willow Wren bo:
of the steerers in the London area
whole crew of a pair of hotel boats
around the Whaley Bridge area, a ct
foursome.
We have even had abuse shouted s
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pubs. There are 26 pubslisted in the Nicholson’s Guide. There are also many pubs that

are easily reached after a few minutes walk
(with his lead on, I hope)

should return to his basket and leave the
Oxford alone, ‘It’s alright, Mate”.

yoursfaithfully,
Mr S Locke

So with these points mentioned, Rover

This issue’s editorial comment has been entirely given over to the mud stirred up by the

Rusty Daggers column in Windlass 151. Without wishing to spend too much time on this

subjectit is obvious that a very emotive subject was touched upon, and further comment
may well be justified. Firstly the article was not about speeding and a breaking wash perse,
also it was not an attack on working or tripping boats in general nor yet Mr Walker's
business in particular. It was comment upon the actions and attitude of a particular
boatman on a specific occasion. As can be seen from the letters column other canal users
have suffered to one degree or another from tripping boats in the London area. The letters

published represent a cross-section of those received, both for and against.
However, one or two points do seem to need further clarification. Although we now accept
that we were possibly ill-advised to moor where we did, no boats actually passed by Swan
while she was moored-up, and she was already on the move by the time that the tripping
boat entered Maida Hill tunnel.Owing to the circumstances of the contre-temps which then
occured around Lisson Grove tunnel, human nature being what it is, we were not inclined

to be passed on the way through the Zoo. Surely if it is so difficult to keep to a schedule,

(which only includes one lock passage),because of the presence of other boats on the cut,

and this then necessitates overtaking and priority working of locks, then the fault lies with
that schedule and not with those other boats.
To move on to the brush with Perseus we must admit that we do not understand Morse
Code or flag signals (we never realised that they were used on the cut!)but we are also at a
loss as to whose interpretation of the light signals is correct, Mr Mayland’s or Mr Walker's.
One of the disadvantages of being Windlass Editor is that our boat is so well known that we
have to attempt to behave perfectly every time that we are out, and we would not dare to go
through the Paddington moorings too fast. However, all this illustrates that “wash”,
excessive or not, is one of the most contentious problems on the canals, that one's
awareness of one's own speed is an extremely subjective feeling, and that all of us who go
boating, at one time or another, have beenguilty of going too fast, breaking wash or not.
It is unlikely that Swan has never caused a breaking wash and it seems that Jenny Wren
may have been known to do the same and therefore we would be prepared to put our
money where our mouth is, but to deliberately try to achieve a breaking wash would
probably be even more irresponsible. Perhaps the best that will come out of this episode is
that we will all now show more consideration for each other and not travel so fast.It might
also be useful, as there do seem to be certain special, written and unwritten, regulations
that apply in the London area, if some reader were to put pen to paper and write them
down forthe benefit of other Windlass readers, or boaters.
Finally, we have just received the latest stoppage notice for the Oxford canal, and are very
concerned to see that the stoppageswill take place, as usual, between certain specific dates,
or as long as it takes!!! Is this the thin end of yet another BWB wedge?

Around the R

London Branch Event

Wednesday 12 December: Christma
Thursday 17 January: Frances Pra
Thursday 21 February: Michael S
Thursday 20 March: Annual Gene

These meetings are all held at 7.30

Hertfordshire Branch

Wednesday 28 November: ‘Cruisin
Wednesday 12 December: Social e
Wednesday 30 January: ‘Lee and S
Wednesday 27 February: ‘Design a
a talk by Mark Baldwin of ISG.
These meetings will be held at the
Hospital).

Future Events. A copy of the print
is hoped thatthis will encourage m
held, usually on the last Wednesda
Lane, Welwyn Garden City. (Neart
Branch Committee. The Committe
Boat Project to organise the next
Boxmoor on the Grand Union Can
week-end 13 & 14 September, 1980
A meeting was recently held with r
the restoration of the towpath em
taken to discuss other prospects for
Following the move of Roger H
member, Mr R ‘Sherry’ Sherwood
survey aimed to safeguard canalside

Oxford and South Buc

the fact that, with apologies to Rover, :- The Editor has been known to do it in the dry-dock

Oxford Held on the second Wedne
Club, Frenchay Road, Oxford at 8
Wednesday 14 November: ‘Unusua
Wednesday 12 December: Cheese a
Banbury. Held on the last Tuesday

readers a happy Chistmas and a prosperous New Year, and to leave you with one more

Tuesday 27 November: ‘Remoter W

you!!

Amersham in the Bailey Room at 7
Thursday 18 October: ‘Canals of V
Space.

Oh, and onelast thing. There is now a new Secretary for the South East Region owing to

at Bulls Bridge!!! Asthis is the last issue of Windlass for 1979 we would like to wish all our

thought for the festive slogan season:- The Windlass team do it together, regularly, just for
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the Spiceball Mill, at 8 pm.

Buckinghamshire. Held on the th
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Thursday 15 November: ‘Basingstoke Canal Progress’ by Tony Harmsorth.
Thursday 13 December: Christmas Cheese and Wine Party.
This section also meets on the first Monday of each month throughout the year at the Red
Lion P H Wendover at 8.30 pm in the main bar. Why not come along and meet other
members, we all have the same interests at heart.

Since the last edition of Windlass the main Committee have entered a project for the Shell
Inland Waterways Restoration Awards. The project is the feasibility study of the River
Thames from the present generally recognised limit of navigation to river craft at
Inglesham, just upstream of Lechlade, to Cricklade, with a reference to joining up with the
Thames and Severn Canal.
If we are successful in gaining an award this venture will be very expensive in time and
money and your help will be urgently needed.
Having mentioned the Thames & Severn reminds me that David Pillinger and Kenneth
Burgin came to Oxford for the first of our new season of meetings and told us of the
development within the Thames and Severn scene. They were particularly concerned about
a proposal by Gloucester County Council to demolish the original road bridge at Daneway,
near the western end of Sapperton Tunnel, because of the continual use by 32 ton lorries.
As a Branch we are now members of the Stroudwater Thames and Severn Canal Trust and
it is imperative that we support the aims of the Trust and object to the removal of this
particular bridge. It may well be that this issue will be the turning point for complete
restoration, so might I suggest you put pen to paper and write to Gloucester C C Highways
Dept., Shire Hall, Gloucester, urging them not to demolish the bridge andfill in the canal,
but to restore the bridge and maintain a headroom overthe canalfor the passage of boats.
At the time of writing it has just been announced that the Inland Waterways Amenity
Advisory Council has come under the axe. It is a timely reminder that the economy of the
country can ill afford the quality of life we have been used to in the past. We must
therefore act as a body to fight for the canal system as we have never fought before. The
future may look rosy, but there is a very long way to go and we urgently need your support
together with that of your family and friends.
Please support your various committees and get in touch with them if there is any matter
which might be of interest to IWA.

Guildford & Reading Branch News and Events.
Monday 26 November: Malcolm Braine ‘The BCN as a system’ Central Halls, Woking.
Friday 14 December: ‘Christmas get together’ Weybridge Mariners Club, Shepperton
Lock.
Monday 28 January: Anthony Burton ‘Introduction to forthcoming TV series on
Industrial Archaeology’ Central Halls Woking.
All meetings timed 7.30 pm for 8.00 pm.
Lock One. A two day working-party worked on the lower wing walls on September 14 and
15. A long length was piled and back filled and the bottom cill was cleared. The lock is now
pumped out on Saturdays in preparation for the main working party on Sundays,
volunteers are always welcome on both days, so please contact Dick at Weybridge 42074 or
Peter at Woking 72132.
River Thames. Romney Lock will be closed for rebuilding until the 31st of March, in time
for the 1980 boating season.
Kennet & Avon Canal. Sheffield Lock is being fitted with new gates during the winter. A
diversion has been built round Aldermaston Swing bridge controlled by fixed traffic lights
in preparation for the new bridge over the canal.
Basingstoke Canal. The top three locks at Deepcut have now been gated and the official
opening ceremony of lock 28 took place on September 22, (see photo page 13). As the
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Government intends to stop the Job
now have to be done by volunteers,
not be affected.
Nautojumble 1980. The popular ла)
considering adding a chandlery ar
members. If you have some thing tc
we have some support we hope to ex

Kent and East Sussex B

Sunday 4 November: Late Autum
Society at Higham. Here is a chanc
transport? There is a BR Station aja
Friday 9 November: Talk on Tham:
Trust. This will be held in the up
Tunbridge Wells 8.00pm. St John’s
Friday 23 November: Coffee evenin
home of Sales Officer, Mr Ian Ruc
that members living in the Asford
support Ian in this new venture. 8.04

Wednesday 23 January: Branch Met

on the south bank. 8.00pm slide sho
your ownalso. It is intended to pro
of the deputy branch chairperson.
It is not intended to hold a meetir
clashes with members’ other activiti

About two years ago we requested B

four stamped addressed envelopes t
date branch news.
These are now becoming used up an
sent to 21 Tulip Tree Close, Tonb
letters. The cost to the Branch of a c
Ian Ruck and his wife have taken c
their activities. Ian suggests therefor
from the IWA sales list you give
Wickenden Crescent, Ashford, Kent
branch meeting a considerable savin

Solent & Arun Branch |

Having had a public warning in Wi
non-appearance in the last issue y
pardon. At least for once no news h
at some of the headlines you might
priorities right.
For example: Walk-Record Turnout
or Chichester Canal Walk - over 100
and even M27 inquiry; INS Chairma

But lets take one thing at a time, star

Branch Summer Outing. An excelle
Guildford in the morning but mad
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Jones of the Hants & Surrey Canal Society who guided us through the lock reconstructions
at Deepcut. It was a real delight to see the newlyfitted gates at the top lock.
Walkawey ’79. The Wey and Arun Canal Trust’s walk had 400 walkers and raised nearly
£5,000. A truly magnificent effort and deserving our warmest congratulations to organisers
and walkers alike. Some of the money has already been spent - the foundations for the lift
bridge are nearing completion.
Portsmouth and Arundel Canal Association. Picking up the traces from the defunct and
now buried Sussex Canaltrust, the new group has published its aims:a. To negotiate with WSCC and Chi Can Ang Ass re the terms of their existing Lease of the
Chi Branch, with the view of P & A Ass taking over reponsibility for the management and
restoration of this branch, but still permitting the Ang Ass their full reservations for
angling.
b. To restore the Birdham - Chichester section of Canal and all it facilities, as far as
possible, to its original condition, as an amenity for the benefit of all interested parties.
с. To restore the Chichester - Ford section of the Canal and to reconstruct as near as
possible to the original route, together with its facilities, as an amenity for the benefit of all
interested parties.
i
One of the first steps is to carry out a survey of what remains of the old Canal and the
obstructions to restoration. The Association is asking for a volunteer surveyor to help with
this on an expenses paid basis. Contact S & A Branch Chairman if you can help.
The formation of this group has raised considerable local interest and an introductory walk
along the Chichester Arun brought our nearly 100 prople. Just in case readers have this
beforehand; (no chance, Ed.) please note that we have arranged a joint meeting on 26
October at the Assembly Rooms, Chichester at 7.45 pm. Teddy Edwards is guest speaker.
(I’m sure you all had a good time, Ed.)
Itchen Navigation. The citizens of Eastleigh, going about their business on a sunny
afternoon last July, barely glanced at two soberly dressed individuals emerging from the
old town hall. Had they done so they might have noticed one of them execute an exuberent
entrechat in the High Street. The occasion of this cavorting was the conclusion of the
section of the M27 Public Inquiry hearing evidence on the Itchen Navigation, and the
justification was that the Ministry of Transport had in the hour before given way on
practically every contentious point. We don’t know what the Inspectors will report, but the
large measure of agreement between the Ministry and Alan White representing IWA and
Peter Oates for the Itchen Navigation Society, gives as good a guarantee as possible that
when navigation is restored the Motorway will not be a serious obstacle. Because of the
existance of a public right of navigaiton, the Ministry could hardly do otherwise but
because of the evidence submitted the details of a proposed diversion have been changed to
give a standard of navigability considerably better than originally appeared on the MOT’s
plans. We have too, a reasonable hope that the Inspector will recommend our request for
further consulation as and when construction of the navigable route is planned in detail.
We did not get a legally binding agreement on the construction of the route so the
Ministry’s undertaking to do so when other parts have been restored remains some-what
woolly; it is nevertheless a reasonably heavy stick to beat them with if the work isn’t done
when it ought to be.
It may disappoint some Itchen fanciers that the INS and IWA branch did not fight harder
for the Navigation to be bridged on its existing route rather than acceptits diversion into a
small river channel; such a view was put by other Navigation supporters. However, we
believe that by being prepared to compromise and showing ourselves to be realistic we have
achieved rather more than we might otherwise have done.

Not unimportant to our success was the united front offered by INS and IWA. Appearing
separately to represent our respective interests we nevertheless made an effort to dove tail
the submissions. The Branch Chairman’s evidence consisted largely of general points and
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attempt to set up criteria by which

evidence pointed out in grim detai
A word must be said on the prodig

his evidence; even the Ministry’s b
of the submission. For professior
another IWA branch who helped
Ministry did not introduce conflic
that any hydraulic complications d
So there you have it, when the re
build a route under the Motorway
pass an Itchen barge.
There is just one problem; the Itc
sometimes just a line of trees. Why

Chelmsford Branch Ni

Future Events.
Thursday 8 November: Chris Cove
Thursday 13 December: John Lane
(Film Show)’.
Thursday 10 January 1980: Mark B
All meetings are held at AUEW H
pm for 8.00 pm.
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Sutton College of Liberal Arts
Wednesday 7 November: ‘The Thames and Medway Canal’, Bill Petty.
Wednesday 14 November: ‘Waterways of the USA and Canada’, Bev Morant.
Wednesday 5 December: ‘Inland Shipping’, Mark Balwin (Chairman of Inland Shipping
Group).

Coming Events.
January 9: The Transport Trust.

January 16: Canal of Brittany, Roger Squire.
January 30: Kent and East Sussex Light Railway.
February 6: John Gagg - Waterway ‘Rings’.
March 5: The Itchen Navigation.

Rover Retrospective
I wasn’t going to sub-title this issue as no one bothered to find out what the last one meant,
if they had we would have had more complaints than usual, but I wanted to look back at
the last issue, so..

First a big thanks to all dirty minded members who sentin sticker slogans, a selection of the
more printable ones appears below. Richard Hugh-Perks tells me that as a former Thames
sailing bargeman who has never fully comprehended the mysteries of the internal
combustion engine, there can only be one smutty slogan and that is:- Leggers do it on their
backs.Clive Durley tells me that the slogan I am really looking for is:- Wrglies do it in the
mud.
Paul Winch has also written to me and suggested that my piece really is a lot of cock.(and
quite right too. Ed.)He thinks that I am wrong in believing that :-Wind surfers do it
standing up has smutty allusions to small boys and that I am looking for a double entendre
where there isn’t one, for they simply sail standing up. He then tells me that:- Lorry drivers
do it better means just what it says: they make bigger holes in our roads, screw a bigger
share out of the public purse for the privilege of so doing and make the biggest noise into
the bargain. He also wants to know what an earth is ambiguous about:- Narrow boat
steerers do it with 72ft of throbbing steel and an elm bottom, for that is simply what they
do. Presumably. He’s never actually seen me doing it but he believes me, every inch.
Paul has also suggested that what we really need is a straight forward slogan that hits you
right in the tum, such as:- Water carriers give most satisfaction (at least that pushes the
Inland Shipping bit). There’s nothing ambiguous there, or:- Mine’s the Ronquiéres Inclined
plane - that’s as plain as a pikestaff and has appealing Parisienne overtones. His last
suggestion is:- The loveliest pairs are on our waterways and while someone might think of
pairs of.....oars, not to worry. Then, after all that, he offers to forgo the magnificent prize
of a week scraping my bottom and would like it converted into cash to help towards the
IWA overheads referred to by Mr Pike.
A T P Aubertin tells me that:- Narrow boaters use every inch of their 72ft, but the prize is
in fact awarded to R C & S E Cossey who write to tell me that, “Once we put our minds to

it this family couldn’t stop and herewith is a selection of the least obscene slogans. It has
replaced the past-time of making up Irish jokes, for which we are most grateful.
Lockwheelers do it 21 times at Wolverhampton.
Narrow boaters can swing it at Barton.
Boaters can do it on their backs at Dudley.
Number ones do it on their own.
Kit Crewbucket does it in a tunnel-at Harecastle.

First-timers scratch their heads before doing it at Bingley.
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John Gagg doesit ‘Nikely’
Boatmen were inclined to do it at F
Narrow boaters can do it breasted |
Scotsman do it in their kilts on the
Thomas Telford did it at a great he
You can do it below sea-level in the
Mind the guillotine if you do it in tl
BWB makes it go up and down at /
The Mikron Theatre Company do |
Butty steerers do it from behind.
Silver Sworders have done it in the
I’ve heard they do it with penicheiI
That’s the end of humour this mo
comment. There's the appearance
Rapier, which is lacking in wit
an identified author. Now Im no
pressed steel imitations merely be
comments are totally objective, anc
I also wish to take issue in this iss
private craft on the canal and Tha:
to a timetable. It should be obvious
craft are in business, if they took
profitable as London Transport br
they would disappear like the legenc
returning canals to their former ta
to build his mighty castles on Camde
Finally I leave you with psychologis

I do my thing and you do your
I am notinthis worldto live ur
You are notin this world to liv
You are you and I am I.
If by chance we find each othe
If not, it can’t be helped.
Happy Christmas and a prosperous

A Merry Christ
is wished t
to the Casi

be open in
witha
Water Colours é
We look
Alex and Jan Prow
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Forget

now that we have increased our
highly skilled staff we can offer a
full range of engineering work:
@ Outboard repair; Servicing &
Winterisation
@Inboard (Petrol & Diesel)

Installation, Repair and Service.
®Welding and Cutting
® Metal Fabrication
e Electrical, Gas and Water
Installations

e Surveys and Condition Reports
e Painting
e Full Sand Blasting Service.

HIGH LINE YACHTING LTD.,

Mansion Lane, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9RG
Tel: Iver (0753) 651496/653151
Printed by Colston Graphics Limited, London NW5

